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Summary

This paper presents a thorough analysis of the spectral characteristics of space telem-

etry signals when randomizers are used to counter the power excess, that is, the

increase of the power spectrum in some measurement bandwidths with respect to

the transmission of an ideal random signal. We show that a long randomizer actually

improves the spectral characteristics but is not able to solve some critical problems

appearing when all-zero frames or almost constant data are transmitted. Suitable

solutions are proposed to face these cases, ensuring a small power excess in all possi-

ble operation conditions. The impact of high-order modulations and error correcting

codes is also investigated.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The power flux density (PFD) at the Earth's surface produced by emissions from a spacecraft cannot exceed prefixed values, for all conditions and

methods of modulation. In particular, this is true for the space telemetry (TM) signals, whose purpose is to reliably and transparently convey

measurement information from a data source located in space to users located on Earth.1

More precisely, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) regulates radiocommunication services and utilization of radio frequencies

on law of nations scale. As part of the ITU Radio Regulations Article 21 Section V,2 ITU establishes the PFD limits concerning transmissions from

space to Earth. At the Earth's surface, the PFD produced by space station emissions shall not exceed the limits provided in International

Telecommunication Union2 on a given measurement bandwidth, which is 4 kHz for the 8-GHz band and 1 MHz for the 26-GHz band.

A critical aspect of compliance with PFD limits is represented by the actual shape of the received power spectrum. In fact, space links are usu-

ally designed under the assumption of random binary information sequences, producing ideal and continuous spectra, with some fixed margin to

take into account nonidealities. The margin is usually introduced in a heuristic way: 6 dB is a typical value used in many missions. In practice, how-

ever, ideal randomness does not exist, as real data always exhibit some form of correlation. To improve the randomness of the transmitted binary

sequences and approach the ideal behavior, data randomizers are used. However, if the randomizer performance is suboptimal, the transmitted

power spectrum may still show some peaks over the ideal level, that is, some power excesses. In particular, when some special, that is, constant

or nearly constant, transfer frames (TFs) are transmitted, nonideal randomization may induce a very high power excess in some measurement

bandwidths.3

Violations of the ITU PFD limits, when detected, automatically result in a request to switch off transmission over the territory of the station

experiencing harmful interference. Measuring the PFD for Earth exploration satellites passing over the same part of the world many times per day
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is a very easy task that can be accomplished with high accuracy. This was done, for example, with the ENVISAT satellite, operated by the

European Space Agency (ESA), for which the unexpected 6-dB violation of PFD limits during modes transition was measured by a monitoring sta-

tion in Germany several years ago. An example of the measured peaks is shown in Figure 1A. Thanks to the satellite on-board flexibility, a soft-

ware patch could be developed, uploaded, and successfully demonstrated to the European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications

Administrations (CEPT), so that operations of ENVISAT could continue. The measured spectrum after on-board modification is shown in

Figure 1B. In light of this experience, ESA developed the follow-on SENTINEL-1/2/3/5P fleet consisting of 10 satellites spanning 25 years of

expected lifetime with proprietary randomizers to avoid this problem. The importance of this issue increases every year with the constant increase

of on-board instruments resolution and of latency requirement yielding increased data rates for transmission and requiring higher order modula-

tions to comply with the available channel bandwidth. To cope with these constraints, the links are designed to just meet the PFD limits under

ideal conditions. In this paper, we show some examples where nonrandom data effects can easily increase the PFD by 6 dB or more, which would

require reducing the transmit power by the same amount, thus reducing the data rate by a factor of 4 or more. In such a framework, most space

agencies agreed to develop an open international standard as opposed to proprietary solutions, so that cross support is made possible.

Typical randomizers are based on linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs). When maximum-length LFSRs are used, M-sequences generated by

LFSRs are nearly ideal. Unfortunately, very often, the randomizer does not exploit the entire period (or an integer multiple of the period) of the

LFSR-generated sequence, but only a portion (or an integer multiple of the period plus a portion) of it, according to the length of the binary infor-

mation frame. In this case, truncated M-sequences lose their optimal properties and a significant spectrum power excess may show up.4

Based on the above premises, it is important to know by how many dBs the real spectrum of the received signal will exceed the spectral level

of an ideal random signal. In order to satisfy the PFD limits, such a power excess must be taken into account in the link budget computation,

because the margins with respect to the ITU limits have to overcome such a power excess. Thus, a large power excess yields large margins

(as said above, to be sure that the ITU PFD limits are satisfied), with negative consequences on the system link budget, design, and performance.

As concerns the randomizer, the one currently recommended by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) in TM links is

based on a quite short eight-cell LFSR5 and will be denoted as eight-cell randomizer afterward. As pointed out by the Centre National d'Etudes

Spatiales (CNES) some years ago, the performance of this randomizer may degrade when high data rates and long size telemetry frames are used.6

To address this issue, CNES proposed to adopt a 15-cell LFSR taken from the DVB-S27 standard and able to achieve better performance than the

eight-cell randomizer. In some previous papers,3,4,8 we investigated the properties of both these randomizers, with special emphasis on the analy-

sis of truncated LFSR sequences and their impact on the spectrum and the power margin. Moreover, we proposed some possible solutions to

cope with only-idle frames and the corresponding power excess. The topic has recently been revitalized by the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA), that has proposed a new randomizer composed of 17 cells,9–11 which will be denoted as 17-cell randomizer afterward.

Consequently, ESA has started studying such a new randomizer, with the goal to verify its ability to improve the performance of the eight-cell ran-

domizer, thus paving the way for a possible update of the current recommendations for TM transmissions.

In this paper, we summarize the main results obtained by such a study. In particular, we show that the longer randomizer is indeed able to

reduce the power excess when only-idle frames are transmitted but, at high bit rates, this reduction may be not sufficient to bring the power

excess below practical design margins. To overcome this problem, we propose to adopt a different randomizer to be used to generate only-idle

frames, and we show that the resulting power spectra exhibit much more favorable behaviors. As concerns normal TM data frames, they usually

F IGURE 1 Experimental evidence of the power spectrum excess. (A) Measured ENVISAT spectrum. (B) Measured ENVISAT spectrum after
on-board modification
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exhibit a “random-like” behavior and thus do not exhibit significant power excesses. However, if their randomness is below usual and the bits are

almost constant for a rather long period of time, this is no longer true. Then, we also investigate the spectral properties of almost constant frames

at high data rates. Finally, we consider the impact of high-order modulations and error correcting codes, thus providing a complete analysis of the

telemetry signal spectral properties in realistic conditions.

It must be noted that the peaks in the spectrum we are dealing with in this work are not due to nonlinear phenomena like those occurring,

for example, in high power amplifiers. Instead, the peaks we consider are due to the (nonideal) random properties of the transmitted sequences.

Hence, they cannot be addressed by using pre-distortion techniques that are used to mitigate spurious emissions due to nonlinear effects in

conventional communications.12

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, the structure and the main properties of the eight-cell randomizer and 17-cell

randomizer are described. In Section 3, the main features of the telemetry signal spectrum are discussed, together with the methodology to

compute it and evaluate the power excess. In Section 4, some results are presented, considering different scenarios and operation conditions.

Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 | STRUCTURE AND STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF RANDOMIZERS

The eight-cell randomizer currently included in the CCSDS recommendation for TM synchronization and channel coding5 uses the LFSR with M¼
8 cells shown in Figure 2, where s(i), with i¼1,…,M, represents the content of the ith cell. The connections (1, 3, 5, 8), corresponding to the

primitive polynomial D8+D7+D5+D3+1, guarantee the generation of a maximum-length sequence with period N¼28�1¼255 bits. All

the LFSR cells are preset to 1 at the beginning of each frame, and then the randomized version of each frame is obtained as the bit-wise sum of

the frame itself with the LFSR output sequence. Hence, the LFSR sequence summed to each frame is always the same. This is a very popular

choice for practical applications because it allows acquiring both frame and LFSR synchronization simultaneously.

In order to address power excess problems, it has recently been proposed by NASA to replace the eight-cell randomizer reported in Figure 2

with the 17-cell randomizer shown in Figure 3. Its primitive polynomial is D17 + D14 + 1, which guarantees the generation of a maximum-length

sequence with period N¼217�1¼131071 bits. The binary sequence 11000111000111000 has been suggested as a starting seed to be reset at

the beginning of each frame and will be considered in the following.

When evaluating the performance of a randomizer, the following metrics are commonly evaluated:

• the 0/1 distribution, that is, the probability of having bits 0 or 1;

• the transition distribution, that is, the probability of having a bit transition (from 0 to 1 and vice versa) in any position;

• the run distribution, that is, the probability of having sequences of consecutive equal bits (called runs);

• the periodic autocorrelation function (AF), whose definition will be reminded next.

Indeed, the values of these parameters when using the complete M-sequences produced by an LFSR are well known from the theory. What

is relevant is that they comply with the constraints of practical space systems. In particular, in Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems,13

it is recommended that

• the maximum run length of either consecutive ones or consecutive zeros is limited to 64 bits;

F IGURE 2 The eight-cell Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) randomizer

F IGURE 3 The 17-cell National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) randomizer
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• for near Earth missions (having an altitude above the Earth smaller than 2.0 � 106 km), a minimum of 125 transitions occur in any sequence of

1000 consecutive symbols; for deep space missions (having an altitude above the Earth larger than, or equal to, 2.0 � 106 km), a minimum of

275 transitions occur in any sequence of 1000 consecutive symbols. These values were determined to keep the ground demodulators locked.

Such constraints are widely satisfied by the mentioned randomizers. In fact, for an M-sequence produced by any LFSR with M cells, the maxi-

mum run length is M for the complete sequence and at most 2M � 2 for the truncated one (considering nontrivial lengths, that is, larger than M),

regardless of the seed. This means that run lengths are not larger than 8 and 14, respectively, for the eight-cell randomizer, and not larger than

17 and 32, respectively, for the 17-cell randomizer. Similarly, it is possible to verify that the number of transitions every 1000 symbols is about

500, that is, significantly larger than 125 and 275, for both randomizers.

The run length evolution (length of the runs occurring from the beginning to the end of the sequence) on the entire period N of the 17-cell

randomizer is shown in Figure 4. It is interesting to observe that by appropriately changing the starting seed (which causes a cyclic shift of the

LFSR sequence), it is possible to avoid the appearance of long runs in case of relatively short frames, that is, not using the entire LFSR sequence.

For the correlation properties, we consider the so-called periodic AF, as it is of interest in the evaluation of the power spectrum. Given a

sequence of length F, by assuming bipolar symbols bi � [� 1, + 1], the periodic AF is defined as

RðiÞ¼
XF�1

k¼0

bkbkþi ð1Þ

where 0 ≤ i < F and k + i ≡ (k + i) mod F (the sequence is viewed as infinite, with period F). If F¼N, that is, the entire M-sequence length is

considered, then RðiÞ¼�1, 8i� ½1,N�1�. Conversely, as known in the literature and widely discussed in Baldi et al,8 for F<N, the M-sequence is

truncated and the AF may exhibit a significantly different behavior. Examples are shown in Figure 5 for both the eight-cell randomizer and the

17-cell randomizer. The huge truncation considered for the 17-cell randomizer takes into account that, according to Consultative Committee for

Space Data Systems,5 the TF length is any integer number of octets with a maximum of 2048 octets.1 If instead F>N, the computation is

extended over more than one M-sequence period.

A very relevant parameter when analyzing the AF features is the maximum peak side lobe (MPSL), defined as the largest absolute value of the

out-of-phase AF. Again with reference to the case of F ≤ N, we have

MPSL¼max
i≠ 0

RðiÞj j: ð2Þ

For an ideal, non-truncated, maximum-length sequence, we obviously have MPSL = 1, while for a truncated sequence the MPSL may be sig-

nificantly larger. The MPSL behavior, as a function of the number of bits of truncation, is shown in Figure 6 for both the eight-cell randomizer and

F IGURE 4 Run length evolution for the 17-cell randomizer

1For the sake of completeness, however, it must be said that the maximum TF length will be increased to 64,000 octets after adoption of the Unified Space Data Link Protocol (USLP).14
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the 17-cell randomizer. Our main interest is in the evaluation of the impact of these large values of MPSL on the power spectrum. This is done in

the following sections.

2.1 | Telemetry TFs

We consider two types of transmitted TFs:

• Frames containing science and spacecraft housekeeping data, simply called data in the rest of the paper. Usually, these frames already have

good randomness characteristics. (Almost constant frames will be considered in the following, too.)

• Only-idle data (OID) frames, which are used to fill the bit streaming when no frames are available. Typically, they are filled with all-zero bits

and, for this reason, they are definitely nonrandom.

For any TF, the data (or the OID) are preceded by a header, which contains identification, sequence control, and packet length information

(see Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems15 for details). The impact of the header, whose contents slightly change from frame to

frame, is negligible; thus, we will not consider its exact structure in the following.

We will denote the TF length by the symbol L. The TF (optionally encoded through a suitable error correcting code, whose impact will be

investigated in Section 4.4) is EX-ORed with one or more repetitions of the LFSR sequence, truncated when necessary, and preceded by a 32-bit

attached sync marker (ASM), which is required for frame synchronization. The resulting packet, named channel access data unit (CADU) in the

F IGURE 5 Examples of autocorrelation function (AF) for truncated linear feedback shift register (LFSR) sequences: (A) eight-cell randomizer
with 10 bits of truncation and (B) 17-cell randomizer with 114,687 bits of truncation

F IGURE 6 Maximum peak side lobe (MPSL) for truncated linear feedback shift register (LFSR) sequences as a function of the number of bits
of truncation: (A) eight-cell randomizer and (B) 17-cell randomizer
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following, is LT ¼ Lþ32 bits long in absence of forward error correction coding. For the purposes of our study, the role of the ASM is very limited

and will be often neglected. The ASM impact will be addressed in Section 4.3.

3 | POWER SPECTRUM

ITU PFD limits are referred to the power received inside a measurement bandwidth B, and we focus on B¼4 kHz. Thus, for all the nonideal spec-

trum figures presented in the following, each point represents the power received inside a frequency bin of B Hz. An example is shown in

Figure 7. The black curve represents the ideal spectrum; this curve is always conventionally shifted up to have its maximum at 0 dBW; this corre-

sponds to normalize the spectrum, as shown in the figure. The irregular curve (noted as LFSR) is the actual received spectrum. Each y axis value

denotes the power received inside the measurement bandwidth with central frequency corresponding to the x axis value. Peaks above the ideal

curve show that, in some bins, we receive more power with respect to the ideal case; that is, a power excess appears. The maximum power excess

in a bin, noted by γ, is the largest difference between the violet curve and the maximum of the ideal curve (i.e., 0 dB in our figures). It is important

to remark that it is not necessarily the largest difference between the two curves, because ITU limits are expressed in terms of maximum absolute,

not relative, power in a bin.

3.1 | The role of peaks separation

Let us suppose to transmit a sequence of OID frames with all-zero bits. As mentioned above, the LFSR randomizer is reset at the beginning of

each frame; then, the OID of the transmitted CADUs are always the same. In this condition, an almost2 periodic sequence with period P ≤ LT is

transmitted. The period is smaller than LT when the length of the LFSR sequence, N, is smaller than LT (or smaller than L when the ASM

is neglected).

Let us denote by Rb the bit rate, expressed in bits per second (bps) and suppose to use binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation. The

power spectral density (PSD) is obtained as the Fourier transform of the AF; then, because of the almost periodic feature, in order to have an idea

of the problem, we can approximate the spectrum with a sequence of Dirac delta functions having

• separation Δ¼Rb=P (Hz) and

• area dependent on the local value of the AF.

F IGURE 7 Example of comparison between ideal and actual received spectrum with power excess

2The sequence is not exactly periodic because of the presence of the variable header that however, as mentioned, has a negligible impact.
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According to current regulations, we must evaluate the power received into bins of bandwidth B. For such a purpose, let us compare the sep-

aration Δ with the measurement bandwidth B. We can distinguish two cases. If Δ > B, some bins do not contain any Dirac delta, while some

others contain one Dirac delta and are those in which we can expect a significant power excess. Conversely, if Δ ≤ B there are one or more Dirac

deltas inside each bin: this is a more favorable situation because the distribution of power across bins is more uniform, although some bins may

still have a power excess. Clearly, the first case is the most dangerous one, because the risk of having a significant value of the maximum power

excess in a bin is high. Nevertheless, we can have a large value of γ also in the second case, depending on the bit rate and the AF behavior. Then,

we conclude that the condition of having a separation Δ smaller than the measurement bandwidth B is neither a necessary nor a sufficient

condition to have small peaks, even if this condition corresponds, in principle, to a more favorable situation.

3.2 | Methodology

Given a binary sequence for which we want to assess the corresponding power spectrum, we can choose the observation window W, which

defines the amount of time for which we collect the samples of the received signal and use one of the following methods:

1. Apply Bartlett's method and average over x different periodograms computed on the x consecutive frames received inside the window W.

2. Compute the periodogram on the entire window W to obtain a higher frequency resolution and then accumulate the power received inside

the measurement bandwidth B.

The two methods above produce equivalent results. We have applied the second one, by computing a single fast Fourier transform (FFT) on

the entire frame and then summing the power contributions to obtain the value received in each bin with bandwidth B. The analysis can be done

in baseband, because the introduction of the carrier only corresponds to shifting the spectrum at higher frequencies. For this reason, the spectra

are plotted around the zero frequency while, in reality, they are centered on the carrier frequency.

Therefore, in order to analyze the spectrum of the binary sequences, we first map them into signals whose shape depends on the chosen

modulation. Then we sample them, we compute their AF and, finally, their Fourier transform to obtain the PSD. As an alternative, as known from

signal theory, we might compute the squared modulus of the Fourier transform of the sampled sequence. This gives us a frequency resolution that

depends on both the symbol rate and the number of symbols inside the considered observation window W. Given this frequency resolution, we

compute the power contained inside each measurement bandwidth B.

It is important to understand the role of the observation window for random and nonrandom sequences. When sequences of equal frames

are transmitted, the spectral properties do not depend on the chosen observation window W but only on the sequence structure. Thus, in such a

case, we obtain the same results in terms of power received in a bin for any choice of W (obviously W must be large enough to have a frequency

resolution of at least B Hz).

F IGURE 8 Example of power spectrum for a sequence produced by the eight-cell randomizer with Rb ¼1:02Mbps, L¼N¼255 bits,
B¼4 kHz, only-idle data (OID) channel access data unit (CADU) with all-zero bits
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Instead, when sequences of random frames are transmitted, the choice of the observation window W becomes important. Power spectra are

observed by swept spectrum analyzers (where a band-pass filter with bandwidth equal to the measurement bandwidth is swept along the fre-

quency axis), or FFT-based spectrum analyzers (which collect signal samples inside a time window, compute the FFT and plot it on the screen). In

this case, the observation window must be large enough to observe a stable spectrum. Note that by using Bartlett's method (or, equivalently, aver-

aging over consecutive frequency samples), we have a spectrum whose precision increases with W. Very large values of W, however, yield very

long simulation times, and some trade-off must be found in such a way as to obtain sufficiently precise results in an acceptable simulation time.

Taking into account these issues, in our evaluation we have chosen an observation window W¼100ms, except for a couple of cases that will be

clearly indicated in the following.

3.3 | Preliminary examples

To illustrate the impact of the peaks separation in a real (not theoretical) scenario, some examples are shown in Figures 8–10, referred to the

eight-cell randomizer without considering the ASM. In Figure 8, the peaks separation is Δ¼4 kHz, that is, equal to the measurement bandwidth;

F IGURE 10 Example of power spectrum for a sequence produced by the eight-cell randomizer with Rb ¼2:04 Mbps, L¼N¼255 bits,
B¼4 kHz, only-idle data (OID) channel access data unit (CADU) with all-zero bits

F IGURE 9 Example of power spectrum for a sequence produced by the eight-cell randomizer with Rb ¼0:98Mbps, L¼245 bits, B¼4 kHz,
only-idle data (OID) channel access data unit (CADU) with all-zero bits
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the frame length covers the entire LFSR period and, in this condition, the AF is nearly ideal. As a consequence, the spectrum shape is ideal as well,

and we have γ ≈0dB. In Figure 9, we show the impact of truncation: we have Δ¼B¼4 kHz again, but in this case, the LFSR sequence is

truncated 10 bits before its end. As a consequence, a significant power excess appears and γ ≈5dB. Finally, in Figure 10, we show the impact of

the bit rate: Δ¼2B¼8 kHz and, although L¼N and the spectrum shape is ideal, we have γ ≈3dB.

4 | NUMERICAL RESULTS

As already mentioned, the main power excess issues occur when OID frames with all-zero bits are transmitted. So we mainly focus on this sce-

nario in the following. Figure 11 shows the power spectrum for the eight-cell randomizer sequence assuming Rb ¼10Mbps and L = 10,000 bits.

Because the period of the LFSR sequence is (much) smaller than L, the peaks separation is determined by P¼N and results in Δ≈39 kHz. The

corresponding power excess is γ¼9:96dB, that is a rather large value. If the 17-cell randomizer is used instead of the eight-cell randomizer, leav-

ing unchanged all the other parameters, the value of the power excess becomes smaller, as shown in Figure 12. However, its reduction is not very

large: it passes from γ¼9:96dB to γ¼6:01dB. Indeed, because of the (significantly) larger value of N, the peaks separation is now determined by

the value of L resulting in Δ¼1 kHz, that is, quite below the measurement bandwidth.

The problem becomes even more evident if larger values of the bit rate are considered. Table 1 reports the value of γ for increasing values of

Rb. We see that a power excess as high as about 12 dB appears for a bit rate of 80 Mbps. Because of the mentioned issues on the simulation com-

plexity, for Rb ¼40Mbps and Rb ¼80Mbps an observation window W¼10ms has been set, instead of the value W¼100ms used for lower bit

rates. The values of γ for the eight-cell randomizer are also reported for the sake of comparison. Actually, the gap between the performance of

the two randomizers becomes particularly evident, in absolute terms, for large values of Rb. It is clear that the 17-cell randomizer, though showing

a better performance than that of the eight-cell randomizer, is not able to completely remove the problem of high peaks when all-zero OID frames

are transmitted at high bit rate. A solution to this problem is proposed next.

4.1 | A method to generate random OID frames

In order to improve the performance of the 17-cell randomizer, reducing the power excess for high values of Rb, we propose to fill the data field

of OID frames with the bits generated by another long LFSR.3 The following analysis, in particular, is developed assuming a 32-cell LFSR with

primitive polynomial D32 + D22 + D2 + D + 1. It has period N¼232�1 = 4,294,967,295 bits. This further random OID generator, which acts only

in case of OID frames, should be initialized once per mission (for example with an all-one seed) and then left running.

F IGURE 11 Example of power spectrum for a sequence produced by the eight-cell randomizer with Rb ¼10Mbps, L = 10,000 bits,
B¼4 kHz, only-idle data (OID) channel access data unit (CADU) with all-zero bits, no attached sync marker (ASM)

3This random OID generator has been considered for evaluation at the CCSDS Fall 2019 Meeting in Darmstadt, Germany, on 21–24 October 2019, where an action has been taken to check the

agreement of the space agencies in adopting it for future missions.
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F IGURE 12 Example of power spectrum for a sequence produced by the 17-cell randomizer with Rb ¼10Mbps, L = 10,000 bits, B¼4 kHz,
only-idle data (OID) channel access data unit (CADU) with all-zero bits, no attached sync marker (ASM)

TABLE 1 Values of γ for the eight-cell randomizer and the 17-cell randomizer, assuming L = 10,000 bits, B¼4 kHz, OID CADU with all-zero
bits, no ASM and different values of Rb

Bit rate Rb (Mbps) 5 10 20 40 80

Eight-cell randomizer γ (dB) 6.97 9.96 12.96 15.97 18.98

17-cell randomizer γ (dB) 4.66 6.01 6.62 8.69 11.70

Note: W¼100ms for Rb ¼5,10,20Mbps; W¼10ms for Rb ¼40,80Mbps.

Abbreviations: ASM, attached sync marker; CADU, channel access data unit; OID, only-idle data.

F IGURE 13 Example of power spectrum for a sequence produced by the 17-cell randomizer with Rb ¼10Mbps, L = 10,000 bits, B¼4 kHz,
random only-idle data (OID) channel access data unit (CADU), no attached sync marker (ASM)
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If the OID frames with all-zero bits are replaced by random OID frames so generated, by using an all-one seed for the random OID generator,

the power spectrum in Figure 12 becomes that in Figure 13, where we see that γ¼0:54dB, thus quite negligible.

We have verified that using randomly generated bits for OID frames yields benefits also with the eight-cell randomizer, for which the value

of γ becomes dramatically smaller as well. Nevertheless, updating the eight-cell randomizer to the new 17-cell randomizer is still advisable, for at

least the following two reasons:

• The telemetry TF data field might contain nonrandom segments (this issue will be discussed afterward).

• Legacy compliance is ensured in case nonrandomized all-zero OID frames are still transmitted.

In both these cases, in fact, the 17-cell randomizer is able to limit the power excess, much more than the eight-cell randomizer.

4.2 | Impact of high-order modulations

It must be noted that, besides BPSK, other modulation formats are of interest for space telemetry links. Among them, M-PSK with M > 2 and M-

APSK, that is, amplitude phase shift keying, according to the constellations and bit mappings described in Consultative Committee for Space Data

Systems.16 Table 2 reports the average and maximum (between brackets) value of γ for some of these modulation schemes over a set of 100 simu-

lations obtained by changing randomly the seed of the random OID generator. Only the 17-cell randomizer is considered. The value of L may be

slightly different across modulation formats because we consider sequence lengths that are multiple of the modulation order (e.g., with 64-APSK

we have L = 10,002 bits). From the table, but also from other results not reported here for saving space, we can conclude that, when random OID

frames are transmitted, the 17-cell randomizer is enough to obtain nearly ideal power spectra even when high order modulation formats are

considered.

4.3 | Impact of ASM

The presence of the ASM has been neglected in all the above results. In fact, it is qualitatively expected and can be numerically demonstrated that

the ASM has a negligible impact in case of long TFs. Such a conclusion, however, might be not so obvious in the case of short frame lengths. For

this reason, we report a further set of simulations by assuming Rb ¼10Mbps, B¼4 kHz, and random OID CADUs, as in Figure 13, but including

the ASM and scaling down the value of L from L = 10,000 bits to L¼250 bits. The obtained values of γ, assuming an all-one seed for the random

OID generator, are reported in Table 3. We remind that the total length, LT, is obtained as LT ¼ Lþ32.

From the table, we see that a significant power excess may appear when the frame length L is very short. This is reasonable, because in this

case, the ASM, which is a fixed sequence, covers a significant part of the overall sequence with length LT. On the other hand, the (relatively) high

values of γ in Table 3 are also related to the high bit rate. If we assume L¼250 bits but Rb ¼1Mbps instead of Rb ¼10Mbps, maintaining

unchanged the other choices, the largest power excess reduces to γ¼1:94dB.

TABLE 2 Average and maximum (between brackets) value of γ for high-order modulations, obtained by considering 100 different seeds of
the random OID generator

Modulation 4-PSK 8-PSK 16-APSK 32-APSK 64-APSK

γ (dB) 0.52 (0.82) 0.47 (0.79) 0.44 (0.69) 0.44 (0.69) 0.43 (0.80)

Note: The 17-cell randomizer with L≈ 10,000 bits, Rb ¼10Mbps, B¼4 kHz and no ASM is considered.

Abbreviation: OID, only-idle data.

TABLE 3 Values of γ for different frame lengths, including the 32-bit ASM

L (bit) 10,000 1000 500 250

γ (dB) 0.70 1.13 3.24 6.30

Note: Random OID CADU, Rb ¼ 10Mbps, B¼4 kHz.

Abbreviations: ASM, attached sync marker; CADU, channel access data unit; OID, only-idle data.
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4.4 | Impact of coding

In the previous sections, we have mainly focused on OID frames. This is because when normal TM data are transmitted they can be usually

approximated as random sequences and no significant power excess normally appears. On the other hand, in order to improve reliability, thus

reducing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) required at the receiver, error correcting codes can be used. Indeed, several options are foreseen by the

standards5,16,17 including classic codes, like convolutional codes or Reed–Solomon codes, as well as modern codes, like turbo codes or low-density

parity-check (LDPC) codes. So, it is interesting to verify that the inclusion of redundancy due to coding does not change the inherent features of

the TM information sequences. Actually, in Calzolari et al,18 we have already proved that, when information sequences are random, turbo-

encoded sequences look random as well. In this study, we present a new analysis considering LDPC codes. Figure 14 shows an example of power

spectrum for the case of TFs filled with random OID, encoded via an LDPC code with block length n¼2048 bits and information length k¼ L¼
1024 bits;5 the bit rate is Rb ¼10:24Mbps, and BPSK modulation is adopted. The ASM is also included. As we see from the figure, the power

spectrum is nearly ideal, with a small power excess of γ¼0:65dB. We have considered many other operation conditions, basically achieving

always the same result: in presence of coding the value of γ obviously changes but remains, in any case, sufficiently small.

4.5 | Almost constant TFs

In this section, we consider TFs filled with nonrandom data that exhibit only small changes for a certain fraction of time. As mentioned in

Section 3, some variability is in any case present, because a few bits in the TF header are variable by definition, like frame counters. Consequently,

the frame error control field (FECF), optionally applied by means of a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code at the end of the TF,15 changes as well.

In this case, because all the considered error correcting codes are systematic and the randomizer is restarted at the end of each frame, a quasi-

periodicity may appear and this could yield, in principle, a non-negligible power excess. An example is reported in Figure 15, where the frame

length and the bit rate are rather large (L = 10,240 bits and Rb = 10.24 Mbps, respectively). The applied code is again the LDPC (2048, 1024)

code. We have verified through simulations that changing few bits in the header of the frame, for example only the frame sequence number,

results in a variability of 20 bits or less in the frame, due to the effect of the CRC. However, the impact of the few variable bits is limited, the

sequence really looks like quasi-periodic, and a power excess as large as γ¼3:28dB may appear.

In this condition, the adoption of the 17-cell randomizer yields significant benefits with respect to the eight-cell randomizer. Figure 16 shows

the power spectrum in the same operation conditions of Figure 15 but using the eight-cell randomizer in place of the 17-cell randomizer. As we

see, the power excess is now in the order of γ¼9:66dB.

It must be noted that transmission of TFs with slowly changing data should only concern low rate channels where, as we have verified, the

problem is not relevant. However, our analysis shows that in a hypothetical scenario where almost constant TFs are transmitted at high bit rates,

the adoption of a longer randomizer, as the one proposed by NASA, is not enough to solve the power excess problem. A possible solution to

F IGURE 14 Example of power spectrum for a random telemetry (TM) sequence enocoded through the low-density parity-check (LDPC)
(2048, 1024) code and then randomized through the 17-cell randomizer; Rb ¼10:24Mbps, L¼1024 bits, B¼4 kHz, attached sync marker
(ASM) = 32 bits, binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation
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achieve a small power excess in this case consists in changing the rule of restarting the randomizer every CADU. Thus, similarly to what we have

proposed for the random OID generator to be used for generating the content of OID frames (described in Section 4.1), the 17-cell randomizer

should be initialized once per mission and then left running without restarting. Actually, by applying this strategy, the spectrum in Figure 15

becomes that in Figure 17; here, we have γ¼0:31dB, which confirms the effectiveness of such a solution.

Updating of the restarting rule solves the problem of the power excess even in the case of OID frames transmission, thus eliminating the need

for the random OID generator. However, while such an approach seems conceptually simple, its practical implementation might be difficult,

because of the impact on the synchronization issues. For such reason, the application of this further modification shall be carefully pondered in

the future.

F IGURE 16 Example of power spectrum for a sequence of almost constant transfer frames (TFs) (only the initial 20 bits are variable) encoded
through the low-density parity-check (LDPC) (2048, 1024) code and then randomized through the eight-cell randomizer; Rb ¼10:24Mbps,
L = 10,240 bits, B¼4 kHz, attached sync marker (ASM) = 32 bits, binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation

F IGURE 15 Example of power spectrum for a sequence of almost constant transfer frames (TFs) (only the initial 20 bits are variable) encoded
through the low-density parity-check (LDPC) (2048, 1024) code and then randomized through the 17-cell randomizer; Rb ¼10:24Mbps,
L = 10,240 bits, B¼4 kHz, attached sync marker (ASM) = 32 bits, binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation
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5 | CONCLUSIONS

The main aims of this study have been to quantify the possible violation of ITU PFD limits on the Earth surface due to the transmission of non-

random data associated with the CCSDS framing structure and to verify whether a 17-cell randomizer, recently proposed in place of the currently

recommended eight-cell randomizer, is able to solve this issue. Not only conventional constant power four-ary and eight-ary modulations but also

higher order modulations, up to 64-APSK, have been considered. Our results show that the 17-cell randomizer still has problems with all-zero

OID frames, due to the nonideal properties of truncated LFSR sequences.

An effective solution to solve the problem of all-zero OID frames is to fill them with random bits. We have then proposed some simple proce-

dures for the generation of random OID frames by using an asynchronous 32-cell LFSR. We have shown that, if this solution is adopted, both the

eight-cell randomizer and the 17-cell randomizer achieve nearly ideal power spectra. Even when such a solution is used, continuing to adopt the

17-cell randomizer may be dictated by the better performance it exhibits in presence of anomalies, like the case of OID frames not properly ran-

domized or almost constant data frames.

We have shown that random OID frames do not exhibit relevant peaks even when high-order modulations, from 4-PSK to 64-APSK, are con-

sidered. We have also considered the inclusion of forward error correction coding by assuming LDPC codes. We have verified that, if the bits are

random, LDPC encoded frames do not exhibit relevant peaks when the 17-cell randomizer is used. If instead the bits are almost constant, peaks

may show up and their amplitude may be significant at high data rates. If almost constant data transmission happens at low data rates, which cur-

rently is the most common scenario, this is not an issue; otherwise, the problem is more challenging. A possible solution might be to avoid

restarting the randomizer at the beginning of each frame, but this could yield synchronization problems.

In conclusion, our study shows that the use of a 17-cell randomizer and an asynchronous LFSR for filling only-idle frames can provide an

effective solution to the spectrum power excess problem, in almost all conditions currently encountered in space telemetry links. Based on the

results of this study, CCSDS has started the formal Agency review for incorporating both the asynchronous LFSR and the 17-cell randomizer in

the relevant recommended standards.
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